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Vulnerable to what?
Southeast Florida Climate Hazards

› Sea Level Rise

› Flooding

› Extreme Heat

› Hurricane Force Winds

› Storm Surge

› Erosion

› Impaired Water Quality/HABs

› Contamination/Pollution

› Vector Borne Diseases

› Saltwater Intrusion 

› Drought

› And more…
Tables from “Climate Pile-Up: Global Warming’s Compounding Dangers Research Brief by Climate Central (2019). 



Vulnerability is a function 

of: 

exposure to specific social 

and environmental stresses

Sensitivities to the 

exposures, and

the ability to adapt to the 

sensitivities (aka adaptive 

capacity). 

Key Terms Explained
Vulnerability

Polsky, Colin, Rob Neff, and Brent Yarnal. "Building comparable global change vulnerability assessments: The vulnerability scoping diagram." Global environmental change 17, no. 3-4 (2007): 472-485.



Exposure is the degree to 

which people and the 

things they value could be 

affected or “touched” by 
hazards
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Polsky, Colin, Rob Neff, and Brent Yarnal. "Building comparable global change vulnerability assessments: The vulnerability scoping diagram." Global environmental change 17, no. 3-4 (2007): 472-485.
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Sensitivity is the degree to 

which people and the 

things they value are 

affected, either adversely 

or beneficially, by a hazard 

or hazards
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Sensitivity
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Adaptive Capacity is the 

degree to which a 

community could mitigate 

the potential for harm by 

taking action to reduce 

exposure or sensitivity. 

Key Terms Explained
Adaptive Capacity

Polsky, Colin, Rob Neff, and Brent Yarnal. "Building comparable global change vulnerability assessments: The vulnerability scoping diagram." Global environmental change 17, no. 3-4 (2007): 472-485.
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Adaptive Capacity



• Social Vulnerability is the susceptibility of a given population to harm from 

exposure to a hazard, directly affecting its ability to prepare for, respond 

to, and recover.

• Social vulnerability is a function of diverse demographic factors, socio-

economic factors, and power structures that influence a community’s 
sensitivity to climate change/hazards.

• Social Vulnerability is often measured as an index (SOVI for example) but 

data and findings about Social Vulnerability can also be gathered in a 

qualitative manner.

Key Terms Explained
Social Vulnerability



Asset Categories
What types of assets should be included in a Vulnerability Assessment?

› Critical Infrastructure 

› Hazardous Waste Sites (actively polluting industries, 

suspected and/or formally designated Brownfields, 

Superfund Sites, Landfills/Transfer Stations, Hazardous Waste 

storage locations, etc.)

› Government Operation Facilities/Open Spaces

› People and the things/places they care about

Photo by Sigmund on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@sigmund?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/community?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Who should be involved in the 
Process?

• Internal Departments to Engage:
• Environmental/Resilience
• Public Works (including key stormwater field 

staff)
• Human Services
• Parks & Open Spaces
• Development/Planning/Building
• Attorney/Legal
• Executive/City Manager
• Facilities Management
• Communications
• Housing
• IT/GIS
• Any other staff who are interested to join

• Also, the Public! 



How to Get People Involved

1. Have the City Manager (or equivalent) make 
attendance mandatory for those important staff 
members

2. Be mindful of scheduling conflicts i.e. don’t 
kickoff a Vulnerability Assessment at peak budget 
preparation time

3. Prior to kicking off the Vulnerability Assessment, 
provide incentivized climate change trainings to 
staff to pique interest and cover the basics



What does it look like 
to engage internally?

• Setting aside time at the beginning to go over key terms, topics, and  
establish the scope

• Speaking to how these impacts will impact people’s jobs

• Allowing time for robust discussion that may feel wandering at times

• Lots of clarifying questions and/or questions to keep people engaged

• Unique action recommendations



Best Practices for Southeast Florida

› Include all the hazards which may impact your community and don’t 
leave heat out

› Look for interactions between those hazards for potential 

compounding impacts

› Utilize the most recent Compact Unified SLR Projections

› Also utilize the SLR projections now required by the Always Ready 

FL Law 

› Include actions, even just a few, to adapt to the conditions your 

vulnerability assessment show

› For the actions, include basic scope and design cost estimates



Include Adaptation Actions



👏Include 👏 heat 👏 as 👏 a 👏 hazard 👏



Best Practices for Southeast Florida

› Include social factors in the assessment that contribute to sensitivity 

such as redlining, LMI populations, energy burden, cost of living 

burden, languages spoken at home, vehicles per household, age, 

average year of built housing, tree canopy, etc.

› Include an assessment of organizations in the community that may 

help advance the area’s adaptive capacity
› Consider all properties, people, and communities. Whatever 

methodology you’re using should not prioritize areas with higher 
taxable value over those who are most socially vulnerable

› Incorporate community feedback via asset-mapping exercises 

and/or in the prioritization of assets



Lessons Learned

• It helps to “warm up” staff to concepts that Vulnerability 
Assessments require understanding of in the 
days/weeks/months prior to kicking off a Vulnerability 
Assessment

• Mandate/Require attendance or incentivize (i.e., provide 
food) attendance for all necessary staff to show up to 
meetings

• Don’t rush the process & don’t forget to include people



Thank you
Alyssa Jones Wood

ajoneswood@cohb.org

(954) 457-1617

Don’t forget to include plants 
in your Adaptation Actions!

mailto:ajoneswood@cohb.org

